Teenage health
sports

I choose topic about sports. I think it is very important for teenagers to do some
sports or do some activities for their body. It is good for your physical health
but it can be also good for your mental health. Sometimes if you are stressed
or you have same mental problems, sports can sometimes make you forgot
about other things. But sometimes it is hard to start doing something.
So if you want to start some
sports, but you have never done
any, try to find some motivation at
first. Try to start with something
easier, but do it often. If it starts
to get easy for you then do the
sport for longer time with bigger
intensity. Then If you know that
you want to do some sport and
you don't know which one you
want to do try to do more of them
and then choose which one you
will like the best. Start with small
goals which will keep you
motivated and then start to make
these goals bigger. Don't enlarge
these goals too much from the
beginning.

When you are doing sports alone, you
should make a plan of workouts and
times when you are going for a run or
doing your sport.
You should have some rest days in your
plan
You should drink a lot of water and stay
hydrated during doing sports.
You should warm up before every sport.
You shouldn't be mad when you are not
got at it at first, you will get better after
some practice.
You shouldn't end your training without
cooling down and stretching.
If you want to join some sport team you
shouldn't dont care about choosing the
team, it is good to be in a team with good
collective.
You shouldn't don't listen to your body,
when something hurts you rest for few
days.
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